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Agri-Africa Consultants
Agri Africa Consultants was formed in 2002 by Professor Eckart Kassier and has worked within the agriculture and
agri-business forum advising Government both national and provincial as well as international Governmental and
private clients. Agri Africa Consultants has launched a new initiative called Kulisha Africa which aims to develop
agriculture across the continent whilst, at the same time, developing the rural communities of Africa.
Kulisha Africa
‘Kulisha Africa’ translates, from Swahili, as ‘Feed Africa’ and the concept is aimed at providing food security primarily
for consumption in Africa though also as a potential foreign exchange earner through export whilst, at the same
time, ensuring that land title remains with the African people, its Governments and/or communities.
In assisting in the commercialisation of agriculture and agri-business in the Federal Republic of Nigeria. Kulisha will
be spearheaded by experts with multi decade experience in their chosen field, people who understand practical
farming, who understand the sensitivities of land ownership and who want to impart their knowledge to others.
The commercialisation model is principally aimed at drawing rural communities out of subsistence agriculture and
into commercial farming. This is made possible by combining large scale commercial agriculture with smaller scale
‘franchise’ agriculture both of which, through a process of aggregation, create the advantages of scale and
commercial leverage, which in turn leads into localised value addition enterprises, thus retaining more of the value
chain within the districts or communities. This is empowering for the rural population and a boost for local and
national economies.
Background
The Kulisha approach is informed by the existing circumstances in Africa as a whole. Africa has 590 million hectares
of unused arable land1 some of which could be used to grow as many as three crops per year. This land needs to be
brought to full production, to feed the continent, retain foreign exchange and make profits. This process can be
started by the growing of grains, soya and pulses that will be used as staples and protein sources for both humans
and animals which in turn will lead to greatly improved diets for the continents population.
Many African Countries import around 70% or more of their food. The Africa imports 63.5 million tonnes 2 of foodstuffs
that could be produced on the continent with grains making up 10 of the top 12 imported products.
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Wheat & Maize are the most important grains with imports reaching 24,747,896 tonnes and 9,394,547 tonnes
respectively3
History shows that in order for industrialization of a nation to take place there needs to be a move from subsistence
farming to commercial farming such that the country’s agricultural sector can feed those people that move into the
new industrial or service sectors.
Urbanisation of countries throughout Africa is increasing at a particularly fast rate in 1980, 28% of Africans lived in
cities in 2010 this had risen to 40% and this is expected to increase year on year.
With so many Africans leaving the rural areas for the towns and cities there is going to become a severe food supply
issue. Those leaving rural areas used to undertake subsistence agriculture to feed themselves however, once they
move to the cities there is no land to continue subsistence farming on therefore they have to find work to buy food
which, as demand increases, becomes more expensive and has to rely increasingly on imported food which will, by
definition, increase the cost of food further.
Therefore, Governments and other entities need to look at ways to produce the food that their citizens need at a price
that the populace can afford.
Food security globally is becoming more of an issue and not more so than in Africa. The majority of African countries
import 70% or more of their food. Protein intake levels are low across the continent which leads to significant levels
of malnutrition, particularly in children.
Needs






Food Security
Import Replacement – Food related
Commercial agriculture sector
Knowledge and skills relevant to agriculture
Revenue generation for the local communities and/or governments from agriculture

Market
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Local markets
Regional markets
International markets
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Solution






Contract farming – no loss of land title
Food requirements are met – community level initially increasing to other areas
Commercial agriculture which will encourage local entrepreneurs
Training and mentoring of local people employed by the project
Monetary income from project profits accrue to community account

The majority of the continent has little or no experience of commercial agriculture for many reasons one of which has
been civil unrest in many of the countries where large sections of the population have been forced to flee the rural
areas for the safety of towns and cities. This has been a particular issue in places like Angola, Mozambique and Sudan
where, due to the length of the civil unrest and wars, the people with agricultural knowledge have become too old or
have died without having the opportunity to pass on their knowledge to the next generation therefore those skills
have been lost totally creating a knowledge vacuum and there is, therefore, a definite need to reintroduce knowledge
and skills. This issue combined with the vast size of Africa and her individual countries and the general lack of
infrastructure makes ‘normal’ commercial agriculture extremely difficult.
In Africa there is a need for much larger than ‘normal’ farms to be developed to create a situation where the enterprise
can support the logistics line needed to support it. This phenomenon leads to an issue of what land should be selected,
where and who owns it currently. This creates a new dilemma for foreign investors as, if they purchase vast tracts of
land this is seen as ‘land grabbing’ and creates ill will and resistance towards the investing entity.
There is always a need to understand that land in Africa has been home to the continents’ peoples for centuries
without the need for ownership documents and European style rules. The land has always been in the gift of the chief
and has been held as such.
Kulisha Africa envisages a situation where the land ownership remains with the people of Africa and agriculture is
carried out on a contract basis whereby Kulisha Africa provides the technical and management skill sets to farm the
land producing food for both the local communities and, as more land is offered to the project, the country as a whole.
In offering land to Kulisha Africa, governments and communities are sharing the development of their land whilst
retaining their ownership rights and benefiting from the crops that are produced as food and as a source of monetary
income.
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In adopting this approach large agricultural projects can de-risk their investment and large areas of land can be
cultivated by investors via Kulisha Africa on a contract basis.
Kulisha Africa has designed this model such that as much risk as possible is removed for the investor. As previously
stated the cost of acquiring land in Africa can vary greatly depending upon where it is and the negotiations can take
a considerable amount of time. Further, land clearance is a major cost which must be borne before any return is
seen extending the payback period of any project and reducing its internal rate of return.
Kulisha Africa’s model sees investment only in moveable assets such that if the political climate were to change then
the investors’ assets can be loaded on trucks and removed to a more stable site where work can progress again. It is
possible to arrange an investment guarantee through MIGA (the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency) which is
part of the World Bank Group to cover inputs which may have been used but will not give a return due to civil unrest
or political upheaval. The model seeks not to invest in any permanent infrastructure at the outset and irrigation,
where needed, would be of the rain gun and reel type, which is more cost effective anyway, rather than the much
more expensive centre pivot type.
The model is best suited to land areas of over 10,000ha with an anticipated size of 50,000ha in a particular area. This
means that the mechanical assets can be used to their greatest efficiency and benefit from economies of scale.

Training and Mentoring of Hub’s Future Farm Management and Teams
A core part of the Kulisha Africa program is to identify and train the future management of the hub farm. Members
of the local community are encouraged to apply for this program which includes full training to allow selected
people to work their way up the through the business to eventually become the farm managers and then, as
happened for them, to train the next generation of managers. This system applies to all positions on the hub farm.
Franchising
As a result of the logistics line develop by the contract farming small scale growers can become ‘franchisees’
whereby they are provided with training, mentoring, inputs and some infrastructure to get them started. This
element will allow for the development of the local economies in the areas where the project operates and, it is
expected, attract further inward investment to further boost the economy. Franchising will start with poultry, pig
and vegetable production and be expanded from this base according to the areas current normal cropping.
The franchisee is not left alone to cope as best they can. The Kulisha Africa model sees existing or new schools being
used in the evening for further franchisee farmer training. As farmers we are expected to know farming, be an
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accountant, manage the money, budget, plan, find our own markets, be a mechanic to fix our machinery, be able to
talk to banks to arrange funding and many other things besides. The further training would cover a lot of these skill
sets to ensure that our franchisees are able to run their businesses sustainably in to the future and, hopefully, grow
the size of their farms as they gain the skills and experience so to do.

The Initiative
Strengths
• Control over agricultural land is retained by the communities or Governments – not by outside investors
• Enhanced food security initially for rural communities followed by peri-urban and urban areas
• Revenue generation for the communities or Governments
• Knowledge and skills transfer to the areas and rural inhabitants where operations are undertaken
Opportunities
• Local empowerment
• Encourages infrastructure improvement
• Kick starts the local economies where the projects operate
• Kick start the local agricultural industry with the potential to assist local entrepreneurs to start in agriculture by
piggy backing on the logistics line created by the projects
Challenges
• Natural disaster – particularly weather
• Price fluctuation of inputs
• Fluctuation on sale prices of produce
• Lack of infrastructure
 High Interest rates which make investment impossible
• Initially lack of local knowledge and skills

Contract Agriculture
The Kulisha Africa Initiative is contract farming led as it is widely recognised that certain crops should only be grown
on a large scale in order to achieve the economies of scale and yields necessary to achieve and retain profitability. To
this end Kulisha Africa will work with large landowners –communities or government entities - to grow crops such as
maize, soya, wheat, sorghum, potatoes and onions under contract.
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Kulisha Africa provides an agreed mix of inputs and machinery which is variable by project and client. Under a full
service option Kulisha Africa provides seed, fertiliser, chemicals, machinery, staffing, agronomy and management for
an agreed price per hectare per season. The crop can be sold by the client or by Kulisha Africa on the client’s behalf
under the full service agreement. The income gained off-sets the cost of the production contract with the balance
retained by the client (i.e. community, municipality or province/state).

Contracted Agriculture
Arable
Dairy
Beef
Specialist protected
Floriculture
Specialist large scale
Aquaculture

Output
Maize, soya, wheat, dry beans, potatoes, onions
Milk, youngstock
Managed pastures, veld grazing, feedlots
Tomatoes, cucumbers, herbs, peppers, seedlings
Roses, cut flowers
Citrus, sub-tropical, tropical, pineapples, nuts etc
Catfish, Tilapia, marine and pond fish (other)

In order to promote small scale commercial agriculture, Agri-Africa has devised an extra leg for the Kulisha Africa
model to meet this requirement which is known as Franchise Agriculture
Franchise Agriculture
The Kulisha Africa initiative believes that small scale entrepreneurs can partner with commercial agriculture via a
franchising business model. The entrepreneurs effectively become agri-franchisees
The Kulisha Africa Initiative was developed as an entrepreneurial empowerment platform for small medium
enterprises and cooperatives operating in rural and marginalised communities. There are currently various micro
finance and financial institutions operating across Africa that have been identified by Kulisha Africa as strategic
financial partners to our franchisees. General terms and conditions of funding may be reviewed to enable the
franchisees to access affordable and applicable funding.
The franchisees will also be given an operational handbook, training and mentoring. Technical input will be given
continually throughout the cycle of the enterprise to mitigate the risks associated with new business start-ups.
The process would normally start with annual field cropping of grains, soya and pulses that will be used as staples and
protein sources for both humans and animals.
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Investment Cycles of Various Franchise Opportunities

Franchise Opportunity
Poultry
Egg production
Meat production
Breeders
Vegetables
Cabbage
Spinach
Butternut
Salads
Beans
Large Animal
Pigs
Goats
Sheep
Beef
Agro-Tourism
Specialist Large Scale
Citrus
Pineapples
Sub-tropicals
Tropicals
Nuts

Single Cycle Time

Investment Term

12 months
6 weeks
20 weeks
3-4 months
3-4 months
5 months
1 - 2 months
3 months
6 months
8 - 10 months
8 - 10 months
18 - 24 month

Short

Medium
Medium - Long

6 years
1 year
1 - 6 years
1 - 6 years
6 years

Long
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Mechanisation
The mechanisation of agriculture leads to much improved productivity and to enable this across Africa, Agri-Africa
Consultants has teamed up with John Deere and their S.M.A.R.T program to mechanise farming across sub Saharan
Africa.
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Program Execution Model
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Proposed Organisational Structure for Kulisha Africa Nigeria
Kulisha Region 1
Shareholders: Kulisha Africa; Gov't; Investor; Community

District 1
SPV

District 2

District 3

District 4
Value addition,
processing,
marketing

Management Contract

Contract
Farming

Contract
Livestock

Specialist
large scale

Specialist
protected

Maize
Soya
Potato
Barley
Onions
Beans

Dairy
Beef
Sheep
Goats
Pigs
Broilers
Eggs

Citrus
Pineapple
Sub trops
Nuts

Tomatoes
Cucumber
Peppers
Seedlings
Herbs

Franchise

Vegetables
Broilers
Eggs
Breeders (poultry)
Pigs
Lge Livestock

Mill
Flour
Mealie Meal
Animal Feed
Dairy
UHT
Cheese
Yoghurt
Fruit
Fruit Juice
Packed
Canned
Abattoir
Packing
Tannery
Nuts
Oils
Vegetables
Packing
Pre prep
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Beneficiation
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The Team
Beef, Dairy & Genetics
Dr Isabel Meyer (Veterinarian) and Willie Pretorius
Aquaculture
Adrian Piers
Vegetable Production
Murray Clark
Fruit production
Peter Dall
Rural Development
John Allwood
Community Liaison
Advocate Sam Mapande & Pascal Malulu
Project Planning & Financial Planning
Murray Clark and Michael Cherry
Project Financing & Alternative Investments
Tafadzwa Muguti
Training
Dr Johann Roux, Dr Donna Podems and Dr Alti Kriel
Monitoring & Evaluation
Dr Isabel Meyer
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About Agri-Africa Consultants
Who are we?
Agri-Africa is a network of agricultural consultants and practitioners operating in the interlocking fields of business,
agriculture, investment management and agro-political policy.
Competence, experience and credibility: three key traits of effective and insightful consultancies - traits offered by
Agri-Africa through its synergetic network of agribusiness professionals, many of whom are nationally or
internationally recognised as leaders in their respective fields.
What do we offer?
A careful and organised alignment of skills and experience allows Agri-Africa to offer a full spectrum of specialist and
general business competencies appropriate to each client's individual situation and unique needs.
Agri-Africa offers effective investigative capability, and delivers superior strategy formulation and operational results
to business, government and NGO clients.
Agri-Africa's emphasis on sustainable agriculture (in its broadest sense) combined with the wide range of skills offered
through its network of core members and associates delivers comprehensive consulting and management services
tailored to the specific needs of Southern African agriculture.
How do we operate?
Agri-Africa operates within a few simple positional and philosophical guidelines.
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Sustainability - the yardstick
Agriculture is a key driver of economic growth in Southern Africa. At all three levels in the industry - smallholder
and community farming, commercial farming and agribusiness development - Agri-Africa regards the concept of
sustainability (a deeper, and more human concept than viability) as the most significant principle upon which to
build a consultancy platform. This is the principle yardstick against which advice should be measured and
interventions applied.
Compatibility - the design objective
In pursuance of its focus on "sustainability" Agri-Africa
propositions: that actual project outcomes result from the
interaction of strategic design and operational context;
therefore success or failure is a function of the compatibility
(or lack of it) existing between them. Problem analysis and
recommended solutions are based on compatibility criteria.

Quality - uncompromising
All consulting assignments are geared to meet acceptable
standards of excellence. Larger assignments are peerreviewed.
Geography – Sub-Saharan Africa
Activities of Agri-Africa are limited to Sub-Saharan Africa.

Agri- Africa Services
The core members of Agri-Africa, together with the associate
network, offer a wide spectrum of services in the agricultural sector, ranging from investigative work, through
strategy formulation to operational services and investment management. The accumulative experience and skills
of our consultants enable us to provide advice and research on economic, technical, human resource, business
management, project and investment execution, investment structuring and general policy aspects.
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Investigative Services
Agri-Africa’s Investigative work in agricultural economics encompasses the diagnostic evaluation of farming
operations based in the main on vital factor analysis, review of marketing systems, feasibility studies, farm valuations,
project appraisals, supply chain, cost benefit and policy impact
analysis and sector baseline studies. The soil is agriculture's basic
resource. Here we are able to give advice and conduct research on
soil potential, land use capabilities, environmental impact analyses
and the broader aspects of natural resource economics. From a
technical perspective, Agri-Africa's expertise in fruit and crop
production, as well as marketing, enables it to conduct sound
research and provide expert advice in this area. As far as livestock
is concerned, animal health, animal husbandry and animal nutrition
is a further essential aspect of our capability. Agri-Africa also has a
veterinary associate who advises on all animal health matters
Strategy Formulation Services
Agri-Africa's competency in strategy formulation centres on farm
and agri-business budgeting, budgetary control, cash flow
analysis, farm finance, strategic management, economic planning
and manpower/labour development strategies. Data recording
and interpretation, market information and logistics, and strategic management are cornerstones of this strategy
formulation capability. Value adding and an understanding of indigenous resources is a further part of our
knowledge base. Research and advice on these issues is strongly supported by in-house expertise in respect of
unique micro/macro optimisation and spatial equilibrium models. Regional planning forms a further area of
expertise. Our network also possesses expertise in legal and regulatory matters pertaining to agriculture.
Operational Services
In the operational field Agri-Africa is able to offer services in the field of rural development, including project- and
operational management. To support operational projects are training courses in respect of all the fields of expertise.
Further, Agri-Africa carries out Employment Equity and Work Skills planning for farmers and advises on government
sponsored "learnership" policy. We can also assist farmers and agri-business managers with the necessary
interpersonal skills to manage change and implement transformation.
Finally, in the critical arena of empowerment and reform, we offer specialist advice in the institutional design of rural
development and land reform projects. We are also able to implement such projects.
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Agri Africa Directors
Murray Clark – Chief Executive, Agri-Africa Consultants
Murray’s competency is widely ranged, having spent 30 years in agriculture; he was and still is involved in the
production of and consultation for specialist and non-specialist fresh produce, soft fruit and vegetables. Murray
specialised in sheep and beef production during his agricultural training
and gained 14 years of experience in these fields in the UK.
Out of his experience operating in a developmental context, Murray
developed practical methods to improve skill levels and quality through
intensive training which he devised and which involved a systematic
benchmarking approach.
Much of his work has been in sustainable agriculture where he developed
an awareness of the effects of chemical and cultural practices on the
environment and the introduction of IPM. He has promoted this in multiple
countries some of which had little or no chemical availability except that
which was imported by the projects which he ran. He has worked on
projects in DR Congo, Angola, Tanzania, Ghana, Gabon, Zimbabwe, Malawi,
Namibia and South Africa where the brief has been to develop commercial
agriculture whilst, in some cases, assisting community growers in becoming
commercially orientated out –growers for the commercial hub.
Murray has extensive experience in the post-harvest handling, drying and
storage of grains gained from 15 years experience in the UK where all grains
are dried and stored on farm.
Arising from his involvement in various arid regions in Africa, Murray has developed significant expertise in irrigation
management - scheduling, crop requirements and effective use of water, advising Western Cape farmers, among
others, on correct irrigation practice.
Murray has significant knowledge of Quality Assurance Systems for food safety/hygiene having gained accreditations
for EuropGAP, HACCP, BRC, Marks &Spencer’s Field to Fork, Tesco’s Natures Choice and ethical audits carried out for
client companies.
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Michael Cherry
Michael Cherry has devoted much of his career to date to the management of major corporate farming production
entities both in the developing and developed sectors, first as General Manager of Magwa Tea Corporation near
Lusikisiki in the Eastern Cape Province, and subsequently as Managing Director of Sapekoe Estates, an Industrial
Development Corporation company producing tea, coffee, macadamias and paprika on several large estates in the
Limpopo Province and in Kwa-Zulu Natal.
He has significant experience as a practical farmer, first having controlled a crop farming partnership in Natal, and
subsequently owning and running, full time, his fruit farm near Knysna.
Before and in between these managerial activities Michael had several years’ experience as an agricultural
management consultant both with Lugg Harrison and Associates, where he spearheaded the creation of Magwa Tea
Corporation and the privatisation of its management structure.
He has held innumerable directorships, in several of which capacities including the SA Tea Council and Transkei United
Dairies he was the Chairperson. Cherry holds a BSc Agric degree from the University of Stellenbosch and an MBA from
the University of Cape Town. As a consultant with Agri-Africa over the last twelve years, he has undertaken many
assignments including (relevant to this study) economic evaluation of AgriBEE farms for the Department of Land
Affairs as well as major surveys in the development arena.
John Allwood
John has more than 30 years practical and conceptual experience in agriculture and rural development, both in
Southern Africa and Internationally.
A graduate in agriculture from the University of Natal, he spent 6 years as a manager of a pineapple production unit
linked to a cannery in Swaziland. This provided experience in commercial agricultural estate management and
vertically integrated agri business, in a value chain linked from primary production to promotion and exporting of
finished canned pineapple, grapefruit and asparagus products.
Three years in the newly formed agricultural division of the Bantu Investment Corporation, the precursor of the
Development Bank of South Africa, provided experience in establishing 6500 ha major commercially viable irrigation
schemes in private public community partnerships in the previous homelands and Namibia. Public private
partnerships were formed to enable peasant farmers to enter and succeed in the competitive mainstream agricultural
sector.
He successfully built up his own dairy and vegetable farming enterprise on 70 ha irrigated cropping at Ixopo in Kwa
Zulu Natal.
The major portion of his career, 19 years, was spent in various leadership capacities with World Vision International
in South Africa and in 12 other African countries. This provided international promotional experience in North
America, Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and Western Europe.
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In 1996 he returned to South Africa and was appointed Deputy Permanent Secretary in the Eastern Cape Department
of Agriculture. He has served in senior management with the Department for over 11 years, providing leadership for
the advisory and technical divisions, Economic Development, Veterinary and Engineering Services.
He introduced new thinking and programmes into the Department, including commercially linked food security
programmes, farmer support programmes and played a formative role in initiating the AsgiSA EC major rural
development programme initiatives in the Mzimvubu Development Zone. Policy development for the Agricultural
Sector during the last 10 years, in cooperation with organised agriculture and Agri Business has been a major
responsibility in his portfolio.
He travelled with the MEC for Agriculture and the Premier of the Province on numerous international visits to
promote agriculture opportunities in the Eastern Cape.
Retired from the civil service, he is now actively involved in a number of agricultural related rural development
initiatives.

Michael McCullough
Michael McCullough spent most of his 22 years in banking and investment management supervising distribution and
marketing systems for packaged investment products. Since relocating to an olive farm in the Western Cape he has,
in collaboration with Dr. Norvell Northcutt of the University of Texas, developed several alternative applications for
an existing social systems based qualitative research methodology, Interactive Qualitative Analysis©. These
applications have proved useful in evaluating and forecasting the effects of social and economic change in a variety
of fields including higher education administration, health care, distance learning, military training, and agri-business.
Michael trained in research design and qualitative analysis at the University of Northern Colorado and the University
of Texas at Austin. He is currently a Program Research Associate with the Community College Leadership Programme
at the University of Texas at Austin. His area of academic interest is qualitative change management research.
Relevant research projects include:
 Commercial Farming, Traditional Labour, and the Family Farm: Three Social Systems in Search of a Future in
the Western Cape of South Africa (2005)
 Identifying, Defining, and Managing Social and Economic Change: the Current Capacity and Future Prospects
for the Robertson Wine Cooperative (with Eckart Kassier, 2007)
 Thy Neighbour’s Calf: a Preliminary Inquiry into the Economic, Social and Regulatory Viability of Red Meat
Production, Processing and Distribution Networks in the Langeberg Municipality (with Kandas Cloete, 2011)
Education:
 University of Texas at Austin BA Political Science 1971
University of Northern Colorado MA Speech Communications 1977
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List of Past Projects

Project

Client

Feasibility Study for Wool Scouring Plant in Lesotho

Government of Lesotho

Business Rescue Plan, Magwa & Majola Tea Estates

Magwa & Majola Tea Estates in Business
Rescue

Feasibility Study & Business Plan, 5,300ha Rice & Catfish
project, Anambra State, Nigeria

JOSAN, a joint venture between Joseph
Agro Industries & Anambra State Govt.

Economic Feasibility Study for 160,000ha agricultural site and
value addition project, Kindu, DR Congo

DR Congo Government

Economic feasibility study for 50,000ha food security project,
Southern Africa

Confidential

Economic Feasibility Study for 100,000ha mixed farming
project and value addition project, Bandundu, DR Congo

DR Congo Government

Mapping and analysis of Value Chain – Poultry Industry in
South Africa

Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands

Global high quality agricultural produce value chain
assessment, formulation of investment policy, identification of
investment projects that lead to food security

Major Middle Eastern investment
company

Assessment, planning and implementation of agricultural
development project, Malawi

Mauritius based Capital Fund

Mapping and analysis of Value Chain – Potato Industry of
South Africa

Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands

Assessment of 3,000 ha rice project in Tanzania

Global Environment Fund

Multi country assessment for potential agricultural investment

Tata Africa (Division of the Tata Group)

Project planning for Chilli peppers and oil palm

Agricultural Product Development, Ghana

Agricultural Survey of community lands destined for mining
activity – Mokapane

Platreef Resources

Mdletshe Land Restitution Project

&beyond/Phinda/4 landowners

Economic Feasibility Study for 50,000ha in Ethiopia

Monaco Agro Processing

Mapping and analysis of Value Chain – South African Sugar
Industry

Adayana Inc, Indiana, USA

Agricultural Development plan for 74,000 ha in Gabon

JV between Gabon Government and
Sustainable Forest Management Africa

Assessing the state of logistics in agro-processing for the
Logistics Support Programme (with CSIR)

Department of Trade and

Assessment of the status of the agro-logistics strategy in South

National Department of Agriculture

Industry [dti]

Africa (with CSIR and University of Stellenbosch Business
School)
Undertaking of feasibility study on 4,000ha in Angola

Dr Jose Van Dunem

A study of 120 land reform projects in the Western Cape with
special reference on the developmental status of each

Western Cape Department of Agriculture

A study of key economic levers in the Western Cape Province
with an emphasis on agriculture

Western Cape Department of Agriculture

Development of black economic empowerment (BEE) models
for the South African wine grape production sector

South African Wine & Brandy Company
[SAWB]

Determination of the minimum viable farm size for the various
agro-economic regions of South Africa

National Department of Agriculture

Undertaking of business planning on 5,000 ha in Angola

Mr J Piexoto

Impact assessment of ComMark’s agri-business programme –
communal wool farmers’ project in the Eastern Cape Province
(with Dynamic Research)

ComMark

Status of the industrial crops sector (fibre crops; beverages;
essential oils; medicinal plants) in South Africa (with KARWIL)

National Department of Agriculture

South African wine industry benchmarking (with SAWB)

Western Cape Department of Economic
Development and Tourism

Economic evaluation of Anhalt farm (AgriBEE project) at
Joubertina in the Langkloof

Department of Land Affairs

Review of the impact of municipal property rates on the
agricultural sector of KwaZulu-Natal Province

Department of Provincial and Local
Government

Technology development strategy for the Limpopo Marula
Industry (with CSIR and Agroventure)

Department of Science & technology

Baseline study – Black economic empowerment in the wine
grape producer and co-operative wine cellar industry in South
Africa

South African Wine & Brandy Company
[SAWB]

An assessment of the impact on the bee and agricultural
industries in the Western Cape of the clearing of certain
eucalyptus species

Agricultural Research Council [ARC]

Koekadouw Dam – An economic impact study (with Palmer
Development Group)

Department of Water Affairs & Forestry

Advice and assistance in the process of assessing applications
for ministerial determination to vary prescribed minimum
wages in the farm worker sector

Department of Labour

Precision farming – A contextual assessment

National Department of Agriculture

Prince Albert Rural & Tourism Development Programme –
Black economic empowerment (BEE) programme (with OABS)

Prince Albert Municipality and the
Development Bank of Southern Africa
[DBSA]

Robertson Wine Cellar – The management of change

National Agricultural Marketing Council
[NAMC]

An investigation for the purpose of defining large, medium and
small agribusinesses for the purpose of permit allocation

National Department of Agriculture

Economic and fiscal impact of land and agrarian reform in
South Africa – Development of farm typologies

Department of Land Affairs

Development of Agriculture at Kibali Gold Project, DR Congo

Randgold Resources

Baseline Study of Emerging Farmers in Mpumalanga Province,
South Africa

Food & Agriculture Organisation of
United Nations
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